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HEAT TR! NSF IN FLUfl)IZED SYSTEMS 

INTRODUCTION 

Methods for producing fluidization of 

solids have been known since l78 when a patent was 

granted to Frederic Luckenbach (1) for an improverent 

in apparatus for drying cereal crains. His invention 

consisted of a vessel with a conical false bottom 

through which hot or cold air or steam could be 

introduced into a bed of grain, the idea being 

similar to that used in fluidization today. He 

stated that Ußy this ieans...a powerful and rapid 

dryIng and heating ation was produced rendering the 

procese very rapid...". Subsequent patents (2,3,4) 

mertioned the uniformity of temperature in the bed, 

but none rave any indicatIon of a'tual heat transfer 

rates in or through the bed, Since these earliest 

descriptions of such a procese, most of the investi- 

gators in this field have focused theIr efforts on 

fluidization procedures and equIpment desirn; 

(5,6,7,6,9,10,11,12,13) whIle in related fIelds 

work has been done on fixed and moving beds (14,15, 

lG,17,l,l9,20) as well as on clouds of falling 

Darticics (21). 
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During World War II years, fluidization 
of solids attained industrial importance by the 
construction of a number of plants for cata].ytic 
cracking of petroleum, usIng a process developed 

by the Standard Oil Development Company. This 

process was first called "jiggling" and later 
"fluidization"--torms which were descriptive of the 
behavior of the solids in the reactor bed. 

Llore recently, investigations into fluidi 
zation fundamentals have been concerned wIth the 

study of fluid flow (22,23,24,25) and, excert for a 

paper from the Bureau of [ines LaboratorIes published 
late in 1948 by Leva and co-workers (26) another by 

Kettenrthg and Smith (27), ond a Ph .D. thesis by 

Robert Simon (23), there has been no information 

available on heat transmission rates in fluidization 

oroceSS resctors. Leva et al examined the heat 
transfer rates between fluldized beds and the walls 
of the reactor. Sand and Iron catalyst were employed 
rargIng in size from 130 to 400 mesh with air m :s 

velocities between 2 and 450 lb/hr.-sq.ft, An 

equation was derived for the calculation of h, the 
heat transfer coefficIent, in terms of the mass 

velocity. 
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Reported in the present paper are data 

showing the effect of particle size and ì9SS velocity 

on the coefficient h over a wide range of sizes and 

maso velocities. A nu-iher of narrowly sized cuts of 

pulverized Utah coal between 14 and 65 mesh flere used 

in determining most of the data on the effect of 

particle size, To relate this information to the 

Bureau of Mines data. as reported by Leva and co.- 

workers, a few subsequent runs were mtde wIth 100- 

150 mesh coal. Air mass velocities vere varied from 

50 to 1100, these being the minimum and maximum 

practical values which could be employed in the 

apparatus. It was believed this range was sufficiently 

vide to cover most of the cases where fluidi:ed 

systems are now or will be erployed; however, In a 

few Instances with dense solids, still higher mass 

velocities may be necessary to produce fluidization. 
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METhOD OF ATTACK 

A we1hed quanitity of solid was introduced 

into a vertical four-inch I.D. galvanized iron tube 

after hch a steady flov; of hot air at oori2tant 

temperature was passed upvard throuh the tube at 
the desired rate. When the system caine to therna1 
eqvi1ihrium, air temperature in the bed, tube-wall 
teìïporature, and temperatures at various points in 

the insulation were measured. The heat flow through 
the tube wall and insulation is calculated by the 
equation for the radiai heat f1ov through cylinders 
(29, P.12). q 21T kZ (t2 - t1) 

in r2/r1 

Vihere t2 and t1 are Insulation temperatures measured 

at radIal distmnces r1 and r2 from the center of the 
tube. Knowing the heat flux q periitted calculation 
of h, the local film coefficIent at the 1nide wall 

of the tube by use of the equation. 

q 

A (ter twF 
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AP ?ARATUS 

A rotary blower drIven by a i orsewer 
ahle-speed motor supplied the air for all the 

experimental work. The air passed through an oil- 
mist filter consIsting of a four-inch lengtb of 

three-Inch pipe filled with steel wool. A rwture 
disc, made by clamping four sheets of waxed paper 
between two halves of a flange union, was located 
just beyond this oint, This part of the system was 

connected with the rest of the piping by a length 
of rubber hose in order to reduce vibrations. 3ust 
above the orifice section was an air bleed which, 

in combination with the variable-speed motor, made 

possible the control of the air flow at any rate 

between 50 and 1100 pounds per hour per square foot. 

To measure the aIr-flow rate, two thin 
plate orifIces were used. The smaller was 9/32 inches 
in diameter In a one-inch iron pipe arid was used to 
measure mass velocities up to about 350 oounds per 
hour por square foot in the four-inch experimental 
tube. The larger one was 0.500 inches In diameter 
In a one-inch brass pipe. Both orifices were 

calibrated by means of a dry gas meter and were later 
rechecked after completion of the experimental work. 
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It was necessary to measure the as temperature 

because the heat of compression was appreciable and 

was not all dissipated in the lines between the 

pump and the orIfices. In operation, the air 

temperature was measured at the air bleed above the 

orifice sect1o, A chock valve was olaced down- 

stream of the orifices to revent possible backflow 

of solids, 

The air had three possIble paths after it 

left the check valve. 

I. It could pass through a 3/4 inch pipe to the 

bottom of the four-inch diameter (4.055 inches average 

Inside diam.) glass tube, which was used to determIne 

tie bed height and fluidization characteistIcs of 

the solids used, Since only aoproximate determInation 

of bed height was necessary, visual ohervation of 

the fluidized material in the glass tube gave ample 

accuracy. From the top of this tube, the air flowed 

via a /4 inch nipe to a cotton filter bag and then 

out into the room, 

2. The aecond path for the air was through a 

one-inch line to the electric heater and then into 

the bottom of the four-inch dIameter (3.98 inch 

average iìside diameter) sheet-metal tube. Prom the 



top of the tube, it flowed through a ono-theb pipo 

to a filter bag and then out to the room. The hester 

was a 1400 watt, finned-space heater, and was enclosed 

in a two-inch by three-inch by eIghteen-inch sheet- 

iron box with tLree baffles to force the air to flow 

parallel to the fins. Electrical contact was rade 

by means of two spark plugs . The spark plugs were 

brazed to the box, and the central terminals were 

connected to the heater leads. The current to the 

heater was controlled by a 7.5 ttPoweritatt, variable 

transformer. A voltmeter and an ammeter measured the 

power input. Between the heater and the four-inch 
tube there was a one-inch three-way valve. The side 

opening was a bleed to allow preheat of the air 
wIthout boating the tube. The connection between 

the one-inch entrance pipe and the four-inch metal 

tube was a sheet-metal cone 2 3/8 inches high. The 

1/16-inch sheet-metal tube was connected by reans 

of flanges 2 inches above the top of the cone. The 

two flanges were thermally insulated from one another 

by means of asbestos paper gaskets. The whole system 

from the heater entrance to the top of the foi'r-inch 

tube was insuloted with one-inch of eighty-five per 

cent magnesia. 



3. The third pati for the air was through a 

one-inch pipe to the base of the t!be bypassIng the 

heater. A two-way, quIck acting plug was located 

In this line. 
The solid was fed Into the sheet-metal 

tube from a hopper above the top of the tube and was 

connected to It by a one-inch pipe, which extended 

about one Loot Into the tube and was independent 

of the aIr exit line. In the glass tube the same 

pipe was used for the solid feed and exit of air. 
The screen supporting tie solid in the two 

tubes wore different In design. In the metal tube, 

the brass-supporting frame for the 150-mesh screen 

was placed two inches above the flange and was made 

in the form of a damper which could be rotated 
manually from the outside. The maxImum clearance 
between the frame and the tube wall was 0.002 inches 
whIch was small enough to prevent significant ouantitles 

of solid escaping around the edges of the screen. 
Solid was removed from the tube by rotating the 

damper to the vertical position and allowing the solid 
to run out through an arm of t e tee below the neck 

of the cone. The frame of the sixty-five mesh glass- 
tube screen was a brass ring around which was wrapped 
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enough rubber tape to give a tgbt seal when the 
screen was forced up into the glass tube. The bed of 
solId was reìioved by dIsconnecting the glass tube at 
the bottom flange, lifting the tube onto a special 
franie and then reLloving the screen. 

Because a bed of fine solith' packs quite 
tightly when aIr is not passing tl'rough it, air of 
severs]. pounds pressure must be available to break it 
loose. High-pressi-ro air from an eight-cubic-foot- 
per-minute compressor was connected into the lIne 
leadIng to the bottom of eaci tule to give a source 
of supply. Two additional lines were connected Into 
the systeni above the ori.fIces so that the cornpresor 
could be used either as an auxiliary supply, IncreasIn, 
the maximum air-flow rate slightly, or to replace the 
rotary blower when low-air flow rates were required. 
High pressure air was also used to blow out manometer 
connections and to clear the screens on the suction 
thermocouples. 

A pressure tap about 2 inches below the 
screen in the metal tube and another about five feet 
aove the screen gave the combined pressure drop 
across the screen and the 'bed of solids. By sub- 
tracting the pressure drop at the sa:e mass velocity 
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with the tube empty, the pressure drop due to 

the bed was obtained. The pressure taps for the 

glass tube were located in the approach pipe and the 

air-exit pipe. A water manometer was used to read 

the pressure drop, and a second one gave the pressure 

drop across either orifice. A mercury manometer 

read the pressure at the upstream orifice tap. 

Temperature in various points in the apparatus 

were determined by seventeen calibrated glass-fab:ic 
coated No. 20 gauge iron-conctantan thernocouples. 

Lead wires were copper and extended from the cold 

junction, water at 700 F ifl a thermos bottle, to two 

multiple selector switches. The electromotive force 

was measured by a Leeds and orthrup !4odel DG62 

Potentiometer which permitted reading temperatures to 

within t 1/3°F. 

eta1 tempercitures were measured by thermo- 
couples brazed to the outside of the tube at the 
screen and 2,6,12 and 24 Inches above it. Thermo- 

couples of the fo3.cr t±rc types were used to 

measure gas and f1uidzed bed temperatures:- 

(a) At the 2, 12 and 24 inch levels, screened 

suction thermocouples were used (Fig. 2, 3). These 

were made by inserting a glass-fabric covered two- 

rc coie Into a length of 1/8" O.D. shelby steel 
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tubing open it bot]:. ends wIth one end flared extending 

into the bed. This nade it posEthie to draw hot aIr 

from the bed at a rapId rate past the termocoup1e 

juctIon, thus Ivmn true gas temperatures . Solid 

was Drevented from entering tie el1 by means of a 

fine screen soldered over the flared erd of tìe weil. 

(b) Just below the screen where no solid was 

present, a bare suction thermocopie ws thsta]led 
similar to the ones just described, except that it 
had no screen over the end of the well. 

(e) At the sIx inch level a bare thermocouple 
was installed with Its junction bathed in solid. 

To measure radial heat flow, six theimo- 

coiples were installed at various dethz in the 

insulation2,6, and 12 inches above the screen. To 

prevent errors due to boat conduction along the 

thermocouple wire from the tip, the two inches of 

the thermocouple adjacent to the junction were 

installed in the insulation parallel to the walls 
of the metnl tube and at the same deth as the 

junction. tFir.3). 



DISCUSSION AND RESULTS 

Choice of Material: 

12 

The choice of the solid to be used in this 

study was governed by the following desired properties. 

The material should have a low density to facilitate 

fluidization in the particle-size range to ho studied 

and at the same a low attrItion rate, thereby 

keeping the bed particle size constant. Based on a 

number of experimental runs with Ottawa cand, 3-Pt 

catalyst, charcoal, and a hard Utah cosi, the latter 
was se1eted as the experimental material and proved 
to be entirely satisfactory. 

Visual Observations: 

When air is passed upward through a bed of 
granular material, one observes the following: 

(1) At low rates of air flow there Is no change 

in the bed appearance below a certain iacs velocity 

which increases with particle sïze. 

(2) As the rate of flow inreases, the bed 

expands and some of the partIcles begin to vibrate. 

Air channels are formed. At these higher velocities 
the bed gives the apnearanco of bubbling and the 
particles assume a more violent motion and change 
relatIve positions. 
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(3> At il1. higher velocIties, the fluidlzed, 
or pseudo-liquid state exists wherein the solid 
particles appear to be completely air-borne. In 
tbs state o stationary particles are observed. 
however, the particles' motion Is not altogether 
random for they have a convective-like movement with 
ascending particles in the center of the tube with 
some small quantity carrIed up into the space above 

the dense or pseudo-liquid phase. 

Channeling and slugging Is obierved at 
characteristic air flor rates depending on the weight 

and size of solid in the tube. The system is more 

suscertihie to these effects with relatively large 

amounts of solids present or with narrow sized cuts. 

Temperature measurellents, 

Since temperature measurements provide 
basic data for determining the values of h, it is 
pertinent to describe the variation In temperatures 
observed in the apparatus durin the experimental 
runs. 

In blank runs without solid present the 
bare thermocouple at the six Inch level Indicated 
lower temperatures than the vacuum couples, especIally 

at low O values, apparently due to the low air 
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velocity past the theri;ocourle 3unction. 

In ail ruri wIth solId nresent in the tube 

the thermocouple readings at the two inch (vacuum) 

and sIx inch (bare) leves never differed by more 

than a fractIon of one degree F, Indicating that the 

bed temperature was uniform throughout. For G 

values greater than 400 lha/hr.-ft.sq. this was 

also true for the vacuum thermocouple at the twelve 

inch level but at lower G values the latter thcrmo 

couple reading dropped considerably below the other 
two. From observations in the rlass tube at comparable 
mass velocities it was determined that for these 
iover G values this thermocouple was above the dense 

:iase of the fiuldized bed, which when at rest wns 

seven Inches hIgh. Horizontal temperature variation 

in the bed was found negligible at the six inch level 

by a traverse with the bare t1ermocouple, So all bed 

temperature measurements were subsequently taken at 

the center of the tube. 

There ay be some question as to the utility 

of the vacuum thermocouples which were designed so 

that air could be drawn past the junction at 5 Cte/seo. 

gIving a constant temperature reading within thirty 
seconds. In the bed they offer no advantage as they 
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read the same temperatuie as the bare thermocouple; 

but w:en out of the bed or in blank runs their use is 

justified as shown in the previous paragraphs. 

For all conditions 'when applicstlori of the 

vacuum was discontinued the readings dropped from 

2 to 7°F. tndicating that with enclosed thermocouples 

it la necesary to pass air rar.idly past the junction. 

This will serve to warn other investigators that a 

protected thermocouple In a similar location may he 
expected to give unreliable readings unless this 
precaution is taken. 

Calculation of h at the two inch level was 

not attempted because with fine solids oresent,a 

stagnant area adjacent to the tube wall was observed 
up to one Inch above the screen. This deaC sace was 

caused by the ring which supported the screen blocking 

off aIr flow immediately above the ring support. Except 

at the high G values the thermoco"ple at tIne twelve 
inch level was above the dense phase of the bed as 
mentioned prevIously. A greater weIght of solid In 
the bed which rulsed the dense phase above this 
thermocouples gave undesirable slug?ing effects. 
Hence while h values calculated at the two and twelve 

Inch levels provIded a check, only those values 
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obtathed for the six inch level were used in the 
final analysis of results. It may be noted thst 
the bed tenrnerature used In the calculations was the 
average of the readings of all the thermocouples 
wJthin the bed. 

Sequence of Experiments. 

The first data were obtained in the air 
velocity range vhere true fluidïzation exists, 
because it VaS believed that this region was of 
primary interest from the engineering viewpoint. 
The coal fractions were sIzed wIth T:ler screens 
into cuts of i42O, 20-28, 2ß-35, 3543, and 4e-65 
mesh. By pressure drop measurements In the glass 
and metal tubes and by vIsual observations in the 
glass tube, it was found that the beginning of 
Cluidization occurred at mass veloelties o? about 
60 for the 4B-65 mesh particles, hut as psrticle 
size Increased to 14-20 mesh the mass velccity 
to produce incipient fluidtzatlon progressively 
increased to 500. 

After publication of the Bureau of Mines 

peper, in wiciì values of h for 130 to 400 mesh 

particles at lower mass velocity values were reorted, 
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it was decided to extend the date into these lower 

nass velocity regions where partly expanded or partially 

fluidized beds exist, which corresponded to the 

conditions used by Leva et nl in the afore nentioned 

Bureau of 11ines paper. Hence, the data presented 

hero cover the entire range of nass velocities 

values wYich it is possIble to obtain in the ap- 

paratus employed. 

Results: 

Figures 4 and 5 ond Tables I and II stow the 

data obtained in these experiments. On Figure 4, 

the curve farthest to the right is for the largest 

mesh. size fraction (14-20) coal employed, and for 

thIs fraction at mass velocities above about 200 the 

vale of h increased very rapidly from its lowest 

value to near the naximum of about 15-16. At this 

point G was approximately 400. Thereafter, as G 

increased to 1100, the value of h decreased slightly. 

Whether this decrease was real may be argued because 

of the small magnitude of the change. The author 

holdno strong case for the decrease as shown on 

Figure 4, but believes that It may have been due to 

the fact that at the higher mass velocitIes the 

population of solid particles in the bed was relatively 



low (because the bed is expanded) and theIr efficacy 
in wiping off the film at the reactor wall wa thus 

lescened. At the lowest mass velocities for the 

14-20 resh fraction, the two data points 1yin to 

the left of the curve x:ay indicate leveling off of 

the values of h. 

Again referring to Figure 4, It Is seen 

that as particle size decreased the same trend of 

h variation with G existed hut the dIfferences he- 
tween the statIc, expanded, and fluidlzed stntes 
were progressively less marked. This was not 

unexected because pressure droo measure.cntc and 

visual observations showed that f1uIdiztIon commenced 

at lower G values with smaller particles. Values of 

h increased with decreasing particle size which 

showed that smaller particles were more efficient 
in decreasing bed to wall resistance. T1Is may 

have been due to a better "wiping" effect and/or 

a greater surface contact with the smaller partc1es 
because they provided a greater number of point 
contacts with the wall surface for a given mass 

velocity. 
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It was not possible, when using the 

srailest particles, to determine whether h decreased 

at the h'..ghest velocities because solid carrçrover 

became excescive at these high velocftios. 

Figure 5 includes the same data shown on 

Figure 4, hut plotted on a 10 log scale which 

allows inclusion of the h versus G curves (a a' and 

b b') obtained by Leva and co-workers. It will be 

seen that the Bureau of Lines data (for 132-400 niesh 

particles of sand and of Iron catalyst) are apiroached 

by the ata obtained In the present investiation. 

The author attempted to obtain information on still 

smaller coal particles but encountered difficulty 

because the mesh size of the screen at the reactor 

bottom permitted the small coal partIcles to fall 

through the screen into the cone at the bottom of the 

reactor. 

Sap1e Calcula t ion: 

Run 16k-17 has been selected in order to 

demonstrate the calculations. All the data on this 

run are given below: 

Flow measurements 

OrIf:tce used - 9/32" dIameter 
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Air temperature at orifice to : 70°F 

Presnre drop across orifice A p = 2,6" H20 

For h calculations at z 6" 

270.33°F (average of 4 readings on the t.c. 

at z 2" and z 6") 

t.y 263.91°F (average of 4 readings on t.o, at 

z 

t1 * 137°F (average of 2 readings an the t.c. 

at z 6" and r1) 

s 

t2 2180F (average of 2 readings on the t.. 

at z 6" and r2) 

r2 2 /32" 

Calculations: 

Heat through insulation at z 6" 

q 2 iT' k Z (t2 - t1) 

in (r2/ri) 

where k 0.036 Btujir-ft - 

Z 1 ft height 

q 0.99 (t2 t1) 

= 79.3 Btu,1r*tt ht. 
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Heat transfer coefficient 

h q 

A (te. -t) 

iere q 79.3 Ptu/hr-f't.ht. 

A = D Z = 'iT (i/3)(i) 

= 1/O.Ç53 

h (O.c?53)(79.3) 
(7.42) 

10.2 Btu/hr - ft6 - 

Standard gas density 

: C3 (29.9 , pi -AP/130) 

460 + t0 
where C3 (492)(22.9) ]33 

(26.07)(359) - 

- 1.33(29.9 . 0.7 -26/136) 
530 

0.0764 #/f t3 

Air mass velocity 

G : C2\J (°)( L:1D: 

were 62 206, orIfice Constsrit of the 
orifico 

G = 206 J(0.0764)(2.6) 

-- 91.0 lbs/hr-ft2 
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C O1CLUS I ONS 

The heat transfer coefficient between a 

bed of solid particles and its retaining; wail 

increased sharply with mass velpcity of entering air 

until the transition zone between the expanded and 

fluidized condItion was reached. With still hIgher 

mass velocities the coefficient h increased less 
raoidly to a maximum and thereafter remained constant 
or decreased slightly. 

Particle size of the solid exerted an 

effect upon the transfer coeffIcient h at constant 

mass velocity - the effect being in a direction 
inversely proportional to particle size. 

For all particle sizes studied the coef- 

ficient h remained constant or decreased slightly 
above mass velocities of 400. 

When fluidizing pulverIzed Utah coal in all 

sizes between 14 and 65 Tyler screen mesh, the 

coeffIcIent h varied from a lower limit of 2 at low 

mass velocitIes to an upper limit of about 10 at a 

mass velocity of approximately 450. 

Based on a comparison of Bureau of ?Ines 
data with the information reported here, It appears 
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that the coefficient h contthues to Increase with 

decreasing partiele size and It Is also indicated 

that coefficiente considerably higher than those 

reijorted here could be obtained when emloying more 

dense solids than Utah coal, 
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REG ObTVENDATIONS 

It is recommended that further and more 

extensive work be carried out on the coefficietit of 

heat transfer between the aIr stresm and the tube 

wall. With the present available anparatus, the 

following factors which affect h may be examIned: 

gas mass velocity, particle size arid shape of 

materials of varying densities, and bed conditions. 
The following apparatus changes are 

suggested: 

1. A thermostat should be installed to regulate 
the temperature of the hot air entering the bed. 

2. Should beds of particles smaller than 100 

mesh be examined, provisions should be made for 
measuring air-mass velocIties below 60 lhs,i.r-sq ft., 
ond the screens now in use should be replaced by finer 
ones. 

Correlation of data by means of dimensIonless 
equations should be attexpted for the fluidized, 
partially expanded, and the ststic beds. The cor- 
relation if developed, would be of importance in 
showing whether the multifold decrease In the 

resistance to heat flow from the bed to the container 
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wails is due to: 

(1) The "scraping" effect of the particles 

in decreasing the gas film t1ickness. 

(2) Aotwl contact between the solid particles 

with the wall thereby causing direct transfer of 

heit from one to the other. 

(3) A combination of the above two effects 

where one or the other ray be controlling depending 

on the experimental conditions. 

This correlation, with the results of 

studies on other aspects of fluidized systems, would 

provide a better understanding of their mechanics. 
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APPENDIX 



ÒO 

FIGURE CAPTIONS 

O-Curvel - Runi5 

Q - Curve 2 Run 14 

- Curve 3 Run 13 

Ø-Curve4 - Runi6 

-Curve5 - Runl'i 

e-Curvee - Runl9 



2g 

r YIE I 

ìun No. t.(1bs.) & h tg 

15 - 6 2 478 14.5 320 
? 2 625 16.2 298 
8 2 730 16.3 287 
g 2 545 14.8 309 

10 2 632 13.9 286 
li 2 1048 12.9 293 
12 2 943 13.9 305 
13 2 488 16.1 310 
14 2 678 3.5,9 312 
15 2 987 14.3 306 

15-L- 1 2 292 8.4 273 
2 2 263 4.66 276 
s 2 219 1.28 292 
4 2 185 0.9]. 308 
5 2 159 1.26 292 
6 2 340 17.4 298 
7 2 387 15.]. 289 

14'.a.. 8 2 482 15.4 304 
9 2 562 16.3 303 

10 2 604 10.5 290 
11 2 830 16.9 287 
12 2 908 14.9 293 
13 2 1009 16.5 296 
14 2 485 16.0 303 
15 2 615 17.4 25 
16 2 523 17.2 306 
17 2 987 17,2 295 
18 2 863 16.5 315 
19 2 733 16.0 318 
20 2 817 16.6 315 
21 2 1010 18.1 303 
22 2 &3 16.4 310 

14-L- 1 2 430 15.5 27 
2 2 388 16.6 279 
3 2 340 17.2 280 
4 2 315 16.1 288 
5 2 274 15.9 29]. 
6 2 236 14.2 297 
7 2 185 11.5 297 
8 2.5 152 4.89 290 
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TABLE I (CONTINU) 

Run No. Wt.(lbs.) G h t 

g 2.5 208 11.5 307 
10 2.5 160 7.97 312 
11 2.5 128 2.69 303 

13-a- O 2 484 18.7 297 
10 2 562 19,6 300 
11 2 666 1.5 292 
12 2 746 18.5 285 
I:: 2 865 17.8 284 
14 2 986 17.1 285 
15 2 1014 17,4 290 
16 2 488 16.2 287 

13-L- 1 2 436 15.3 303 
2 2 270 14.8 312 
3 2 197 14.2 333 
4 2 150 11.6 316 
5 2 124 8.7 304 
6 2 74 1.98 282 
'7 2 314 15.2 315 
8 2 98.6 4.45 24 
9 2 59.6 1.34 298 

10 2 480 17.5 300 
11 2 388 17.0 303 

16 6 2 472 18.4 304 
p? 2 339 18.0 304 
8 2 641 17.7 304 
9 2 519 16.4 317 

10 2 767 17.0 314 
16-}- 4 2 258 17.3 279 

5 2 179 14.2 278 
6 2 118.3 12.2 276 
7 2 91.5 10.2 270 
8 2 62.2 5.94 262 

17 - 1 1.5 478 18.6 288 
2 1.5 390 1.5 318 
3 1.5 253 15.2 403 
5 2.5 182 14.7 258 
6 2.5 254 16.9 282 
7 2.5 306 17.5 289 
8 2.5 472 18.7 283 
9 2.5 540 18.4 285 

10 2.5 560 20.3 284 
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TABLE I (COTThuED) 

Rim No. Wt.(lbs.) a t. 

17-L- 1 2 30'? 15.9 260 
2 2 250 1642 26? 
3 2 182 16.8 276 
4 2 106.6 13.2 271 
5 2 59.5 7,53 261 
6 2 145 13.3 299 
8 2 72,7 9,37 290 
9 2 298 16.6 280 

10 2 132 14.0 304 
11 2 207.5 16.5 281 
12 2 360 17.9 287 

19 - 1 2 244 16.9 272 
2 2 185 16.9 298 
3 2 119.5 15.2 302 
4 2 75 13.2 299 
5 2 48 11.0 282 
6 2 304 19.2 293 



TABLE II 

PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION - WT .% 

Tyler 
I.s S1ZO -L) Run 15 Run 14 Run 13 Run 16 Ruril7 

14 - lo 
r 20 - 14 
r 23 - 20 
t- 35 - 23 
r 4.-s - 35 
r 65 - 48 
r 100 - 65 

150 - loo 
200 - 150 

r 270 - 200 
- 270 

- 0.0464 
r 0.0328 
p 0.0232 
r 0.0164 
ø 0.0116 
p 0.0082 
p 0.0058 
p 0.0041 
p 0.0029 
p. 0.00205 

- 

0.0656 
- 0,0464 
- 0.0328 
- 0.0232 
- 0.0164 
- 0.0116 
- 0.0082 
- 0.0058 
- 0.0041 
- 0.0029 
- 0.00205 

(DX F) 

0.331 
95.322 
4.016 
0.221 
o. 
0.055 
0.055 

92.152 1.213 
7.517 63.457 0.679 
0.132 9.497 83.59e 
0.099 0.624 15.250 
0.066 0.069 0.350 
0. 0. 0.040 
0.033 0.18 0.040 

0.040 

0.285 
80 .066 
18.510 39.982 
0.854 34.74 
0.047 18.014 
0. 3.515 
0.237 3.515 

0.0463 0.0269 0.0190 0.0131 0.009 0.0052D 



1tOMENCLATURE 

A = Mantle area of tube (ft) 

D Screen opening (inches) 

tip = Effective particle dIameter (thebes) 

Lt Experirenta1 tube diaeter (ft) 

F : Wt friction 

G Mass velocIty based ori croce section of 

empty tube (lbs/hr-Ct2) 

h = Heat transfer coefficient between the bed 

and t.e tube wall . (I3tu/hr-ft2 - °F) 

1Ç : AveraCe thermal conductivity of insuintion 

(Btu/hr-ft-°F) 

t p pressure drop across orifIce (inches of H2) 

pl : resP.re, upstream of orIfice (Inches of 1i20) 

q Ileat flux (Btu/hr) 

r1 : 
( l,2) 'adIal distance from the tube 

canter (&nches) 

t 
temperature of insulatton at 

rî (0F) 

tg temperature, gas and bed (6F) 

t a temperature, tube w1l (°F) 
to - temperature, air at orifice (°F) 
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Length of tube conaidered (ft) 

height above screen (inches) 

Standard gas density (lbs/ft3) 



GLASS TUBE 
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FIG.I-PROCESS FLOW DIAGRAM 
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,irr t&áAI 

FIG. 2- SUCTION THERMOCOUPLE WELL 
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FIG. 3- REACTOR TUBE AND FITTINGS 
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